To Provide More Information

Larson Housing Bill Expected To Improve Conditions
By CAROLYN BUSHNELL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Within the next academic year, SJS’ housing situation is expected to improve as a
result of legislation introduced by Graduate
Representative Steve Larson and recently
passed by Student Council.
The bill extends housing policy to include
current unapproved facilities by adding criteria to a present pamphlet put out by the
Housing Office.
Living centers will be listed if they:
provide a one semester contract.
charge against a cleaning deposit and
provide an itemized list of cleaning and
breakage.

make agreements concerning refunds
before the student departs from the facility.
provide reasonable aLlowances for withdrawals of students for reasons beyond their
control (determined by the college).
rent to students of SJS before renting
to persons outside the campus community.
provide resident managers.
LISTS RATES
Also listed will be monthly rates for each
living facility (includes all types of housing
approved, unapproved and state 1.
A recommended limitation would be placed
upon the number of students in one apartment.

The bill enlists the cooperation of both the
ASB and the Housing Office in creating the
pamphlet.
Thus those persons directly involved in
housingstudentsnow have a part in the
determination of that policy, it was pointed
out.
The bill provides a student voice in housing through the establishment of a Student
Housing Committee to examine the value of
existing policies and report to the Council
at least once a semester.
The committee would hold open meetings
inviting student opinion. To illustrate, Dr.
Lowell Walter, Student Council faculty adviser, said, "Suppose a living center was

listed in the pamphlet as having a rate of
$150 for a unit which houses four students.
A student wants to live there but the owner
will not rent it for less than $175.
STUDENT RECOURSE
"The student can express this situation to
the Student Housing Conunittee which would
express it to the Housing Office.
"The Housing Office could then take the
matter to the source.
"If the owner didn’t wish to rent for the
rates he listed in the pamphlet, the Housing
Office could then remove that living facility from the list," Dr. Walter explained.
The pamphlet will be available to all
students and will be mailed to all incoming

students residing more than 15 miles from
the college.
It is expected that students using the
pamphlet will most likely avoid centers
not listed.
The plan would be carried out at a Minimum cost wider an already established authority, the College Housing Office.
Two or more Work Study students would
be added to the Housing Office staff in the
project and the pamphlet would be financed
by both ASB and lb:. state.
Housing Director Robert Baron points
out that the bill would improve conununication between students in all types of housing and the college.
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Proposed Constitution Change

Council To Get More Grads?
FULLER LEAVES TODAY
R. Buckminster Fuller, 70 -year -old architect,
inventor, engineer, poet, philosopher and mathematician leaves SJS today after an eight -week
in -residency here. During his two -month stay,
the geodesic dome inventor gave 210 hours of

formal lecture to student and surrounding community organizations. Fuller flies to Pacific
Palisades where he will address an ear research
inst1+ute audience.

Muscatine Proposals in Effect
At SJS, President Clark Says
President Robert D. Clark and
Vice President William J. Dusel
said yesterday that SJS students
have long had what the Muscatine
Report at the University of California demands for its students.
The officials cited many programs offered at SJS which satisfy
the proposed educational reforms.
The report to the Berkeley faculty was made last week on a
study of the University’s educational programs.
The sludy was initiated by a
select committee of nine professors, headed by Dr. Charles Muscatine, professor of English, as a
result of last year’s Free Speech
Movement.
More small classes, emphasis on
teaching ability in promoting faculty members and an experimental
program in which students would

judge their professors are among
the list of reforms advocated by
the Muscatine Report.
Referring to the need for smaller
classes at Berkeley, Dr. Clark
noted that of the 35,000 classes
offered each semester at SJS, only
33 classes have more than 100 students and only three have more
than 200 students.
In addition, he said the average
number of students in each class
at SJS is 19.7.
Teaching ability at SJS,
ore
posed to publishing records at the
University of California, has always been stressed in in.structor’s
promotions.
The college manual states, that
the effectitieness of a professor’s
teaching is an essential consideration for promotion and that, "the
lack of effectiveness of teaching

Man Is ’Creature of Her
Reviewer Tells Audience
"Man is essentially a creature chael Grady, assistant professor
of hell," and only by conscious of English, during yesterday’s Facself-perception can he hope to con- ulty I3ook Talk.
trol hi, mom, commented Mi.
Speaking to a student -faculty
mdience in the cafeteria on Gunter Grass’ novel "Dog Years,"
Grady read from an article he’s
preparing for submission for publication.
Chief characters in "Dog Years"
are Eddi Amsel, a half-Jew and
maker of scarecrows, his bloodAil departments of the SJS hmther Walter Matern, a one-time
close at 3:30 p.m. Nazi soldier and Prinz, the black
libarary
tomorrow.
German shepherd who was HitMiring the Easter reeess the ler’s pet.
elllhed 1111 saturGrady noted that the two men
library nill
and opened are doubles, each the contrasting
days 31111I
from 8 it.m. (II 5 p.m. ;Monday image of the other’s personality.
Walter represents Hitler and the
through Thursday.
The library nill chow itt noon selfishness, hate ami corruption
on Friday, April 8, .411 I hat elec- of Teutonism, while Eddi repretricity might he turned off to sents the artistic German Hitler
permit the final installation of would have suppressed.
"We need to beware of the dog
the new air conditioning system.
Regular hours n ill be resumed nature in ourselves and in our
neighbors, or else there may be
lined:1V 11,111 I
nu self," Grady stressed.

library Observes
Holiday Schedule

may not be offset by criteria ratings in other areas."
In addition, the SJS administrators noted that many of the kinds
of experimental "inter-disciplinary"
programs called for in the Muscatine Report have existed at SJS
and other state colleges for some
time.
The tutorials program, for example, combines the sciences and
the humanities and arts tinder
an inter-disciplinary program.
Other experimental programs
which are also not new at SJS
offer degrees in the social sciences,
the fine arts, industrial design,
business and industry, and public
relations.

AAUP Votes Down
One -Lobbyist Plan,
Survey Reveals
A statement oppasing the election of an exclusive bargaining
agent to represent the faculty
members of the California State
Colleges has been approved by
members of the SJS Chapter of
the American Association of University Professors ( AAUP I. Results
of a chapter poll were announced
yesterday by Dr. C. M. Larsen,
chapter president.
The statement proposes a nonexclusive negotiating arrangement
tinder which the state-wide Academic Senate would designate a
special negotiating committee to
work with the Trustees on budget
items.
The trustees wottirt be asked to
recognize this committee AS the
prime reprementa t ive of I he faculty
on economic matters, without closing the door to suggestions made
by other faculty groups.
Of 67 chapter members who returned ballots, 35 voted to appmve
the statement, 21 voted to disapprove it, and 11 voted t.o Make
no statement at this time, Larsen
tvportcti.

By DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Amendments to the ASB constitution were proposed at yesterday’s Student Council meeting
which would change class representation on Student Council and
change extensively the duties of
the ASB vice president.
All proposals were referred for
consideration to the Constitutional
Retision C,ommittee.
Chad Schneller, graduate representative, proposed that Student
Council membership be changed
from the present four members
from each tuidergraduate class and
two graduate members, to three
members from each of the five
classes.
He asked council to place the
issue before the student body for
approval, as is standard procedure
for all proposed constitutional
changes.
REGISTERED GRADS
Schneller cited as the reason
for his proposal figures which show
as many graduate students registered at SJS as students in either
of the upper division classes, and
more graduates than either freshmen or sophomores.
Schneller said graduates should

m m
p

have council representation equal
to that of any other class.
John Bruclunan, junior representative, then proposed to amend
Schneller’s proposal to provide for
a council chairman elected by
Candidates in the coming ASB
elections must attend a mondetory candidate orientation meeting today in Cafeteria ROOMS
A and B at 4 p.m., Ellis Bother,
chairman of the election board
announced.
Candidates must turn in their
petitions and receive copies of
the election code at the meeting.

council from among its own ranks
after the first four meetings, during which the vice president would
preside.
Schneller suggested no change
in the present provision calling for
the vice president to be permanent
chairman.
Bruckman also suggested rePresentation be changed to four
for each class.
Bill Clark, chairman of the Constitutional Revision Committee,
said his committee is not now functioning, but will take up the pro-

ason Announces
residential Candidacy

AI Mason, senior journalism major, announced his candidacy for
1966-67 ASB President on a platform calling for the abolishment
of ASB government, yesterday.
The 21 -year-old presidential candidate is president of Collegians
for Educational Responsibility and
first vice chairman of the Santa
Clara County Young Republicans.
Mason is also a member of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society. He was chairman
of the Freshman class constitution
committee before it WaS abolished
in 1963 and was a candidate for
Freshman president that year.
"Any government - national,

AL MASON
... seeks presidency

state, local or ASB, should have
only one legitimate function, to
protect the rights of the governed.
I don’t think the ASB government
does this," Mason stated, explaining his platform.
"The ASB provides services that
could be done by other organizations and still obtain top-quality
programs and speakers," Mason
continued.
"I have searched in vain to find
one function or program of this
so-called government which is necessary to the protection of my
rights as a citizen or as a student,"
Mason said.
"Discussion concerning government is directed toward expanding
Its functions and powers, its revenues, improving its administration
and making it more sensitive to
the desires of the electorate.
"Unfortunately
. . those who
lust for any power they can grab
seize upon legitimate ideas or institutions of government to comipt
them for personal ends.
"Some persons will say this proposal is ’extreme,’ yet I have
searched for four years for a more
’modera t e’ solution.
"I feel that a lot of time and
effort is wasted keepintz the ASH
alive that could be put to more
constructive purposes.
"Money put into political campaigns is wasted. People would
be better off working in a nongovertunental office," Mason said.

posed changes after the elections’ three weeks from elections. Miof April 20-21. He said a studentiner’s proposal would eliminate
body election on the conunittee’s I such changes.
In other action yesterday, Sturecommendations would come next
fall.
dent Council:
passed a policy statement apClark noted some of the changes
already considered by his commit- proving ASB support for a protee, "would involve a change in posed fountain in front of Tower
the whole concept of student gov- Hall. An estimated $5,000 would
ernment."
be needed for the project, in addiFURTHER CHANGES
tion to $10,000 in state funds.
Dick Miner, senior representa- Council has not yet allocated
tive, proposed further constitution money for the project.
passed a proposed ASB Stuchanges. One of his three suggesbons is to prohibit changes in the dent Housing Program, which
ASH Election Code within 60 days would investigate and recommend
housing standards. Council last
of a regular ASB election.
A series of controversial Election week approved the publication of
Code changes was signed Monday a pamphlet in connection with the
by ASB Pres. John Hendricks, only progratn.

Executive Secretary
Resigns ASB Position
Kathy Schwent, ASB exectillw
secretary, resigned yesterday.
a letter to ASB President
John Hendricks, which he read at
yesterday’s Student Council meeting, Miss Schwent stated she was
resigning to register dissastisfaction with some of this year’s ASB
officers.
Miss Schwent’s letter charged
a lack of unity in student government and a carry-over of campaign vindictiveness into the daily
activity of the present administration.
"I gratefully accept her resignation. I’m sorvy it didn’t come
sooner when the need was more
apparent," Hendricks stated.
"The tone in which the letter
wa..s read (by Hendricks), as a
joke, arid the way it was received,
illustrate the problem she was
talking about," Dick Miner, senior
representative, stated.

"She points out that vindictiveness did continue from the campaign into the administration
which precluded a harmonious
working relationship," Jerry Spotter, ASB vice president said.
Through her resignation she
could effect more change in student government than by continuing in office," Spotter stated.
"I think I have been highly
critical of her because of her
failure to carry out her constitutional responsibilities in the area
of the committee system. I think
it’s too bad she saw reason to
resign in the last six weeks of
the administration’s life," Steve
Larson, graduate representative,
stated.
"If I had been quicker, I would
have urged council to refuse to
accept her resignation so her accusations could have been studied
In depth, but it seems the moment
IS past," Larson stated.

MONMAIN,
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Aid Forms Due
Tomorrow is the last day to submit .ipplicatione for all student
financial aid for the fall and spring semesters of 1966-67. Students
wishing to apply should submit applications to the Financial Aids
Office, ADM201.

Awards Applications
Tomorrow is tile Iasi day that applications for Meritorious Ser.
vice and LaTorre Awards will be accepted. Applications are available
at the college ninon old ma% he turned in therc.

Fair Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Generally fair weather forecast. Predicted
high temperature t(xlay. 63-70. Predicted low temperature tonight,
45-50. Northwest winds 5-15 milem per hour.

sparta

Sparta Life Sales

Lite, Spring ’66 will go on sale Wednesday, April 13.
and will be sold through Friday, April 15.
Billed as the magazine that covers the significant, exciting events
nt R.TS, the upeoming issue will include features on sports, spring
fashion.s, motorcycling, and other campus activities.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Kathy Schwent, ASB executive
secretary, resigned her position yesterday. Miss
Schwent is the eighth member of the ASB govrnment to resign from offic sinc th beginning of the fall srnestr. Miss Schwnt’s statement, which in part follows, was addressed to
the Associated Students. Because of the nature
of the latter, Spartan Daily has asked for a
statement from the AS8 President. That statement will appear in the first issue following
Easter vacation.

Staff Editorial

A Long Struggle

Although my term of office has but six
weeks to expire, I feel that I lune com-

Although the majority of those in
the U.S. still seem to feel that the war
is a necessary One, they are becoming
more and more impatient to finish
such a little understood struggle. And
thus they accept, even if somewhat
reluctantly. the massive United States
buildup in Viet Nam.
Within a year, the United States has
increased its forces in that country
from 20,000 to 200,000, and in 1965
alone, she poured $600 million in economic aid into Viet Nam.
Iteeently U.S. offieials have become
increasingly aware of a problem which
threatens to practically nullify any effeetheness U.S. aid might have in
Saudi Viet Nam. Widespread corrupt’
in the South Vietnamese government and business world has given aid
to the communists, caused undue setbacks in the U.S. war efforts and
lowered morale of the South VietIlkillleM

themselves.

American officials working with
Vietnatnese police estimate that almost
20 per cent of all the cargo passing
through the Port of Saigon is stolen.
They suspect that much of the stolen
goods read! the communists.
. In a March U.S. News and World
Report article. it was reported that
c,e rta in British businessmen had
bought rice from Communist agents in
’long hong, only to tliscover that the
rice came straight from Cambodia with

the symbol of the U.S. aid program
still on the sacks.
In the same article. it was estimated
that in some prolinces, less than 10
per cent of the promised American
aid actually reaches the people. This
corruption makes the "other war"
the U.S.’s attempt to win the support
of the peasantryan extremely difficult one. Peasants who become disgusted and distrustful of the economy
in turn become disgusted with the war
effort.
It is the Vietnamese people themselves who must support their government if it to develop into a stable
government, capable of meeting its
citizens’ needs. Such support cannot
be expected unless an extensive
"cleanup" takes place in the South
Vietnamese government.
Last month, the U.S. lost 453 men
in Viet Nam, and 2,622 more were
wounded. Each new month we spend
in Viet Nam claims more American
lives and dollars. Political and economic corruption in the South Vietnamese govermnent can only lengthen,
or perhaps lose, the struggle for both
--L.J.
that nation and the U.S.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Spartan Daily editorial
page contains editorials from several sources.
"We Believe" is the official opinion of the
editor. "Staff Editorial" is the opinion of a
Daily staff member, not necessarily that of the
staff as a whole. Both the "Guest Editorial"
and "Guest Room" come from sources outside
the Daily staff.

pleted those tasks that were incumbent
upon my office, anti that I can take leaie
with a feeling of limited accomplisl

I am resigning at this time in order to

register my dissatisfaction with some of
this year’s officers. and primarily to elucidate some areas that should he the cote
cern of the students at SJS.
Although an attitude of vindictiveness
among individuals is a reality during campaigning, student govennment this year
degenerated when this attitude continued
"... After all we’ve meant to each other all these years?"

NO UNITY

’Blood Curdler’

Nothin’ Like a Dame?
By LARRY COY
"My Gawd, Martha, they’re trying to
put a woman in the White House!"
"Well, why not? Women have every bit
as much right to the Presidency as men
do."
My blood curdles when I hear this kind
of drivel. Go ahead and call it male pride
or anything else you want to, hut I can’t
help it.
Maybe I’m a Nliniver Cheevy-type-person
who dreams of days of old. But whatever
happened to the super-heroes of yesteryear kilmiral Farragut, Sergeant York,
or t.h.irlie Lindbergh?
Look at stock.v., hou-cvvifery, motherish
11r, Jerry Mock. Jeri-) liter friends
call her Lindy) is an asiatrix (oh, that’s
a girl flier) in the best Earhardt tradition.
She dropped in (oh, no pun intended)
on the San Jose Muni Airport a coupla
days ago. She says she’s planning a new
aviation first: the longest non-stop flight

eer recorded by a wonian. I only wonder
if her husband has anything to say about
a non-stop flight? Anyway, about 4200
Wake Island to Columbus,
miles f
Ohio.
Another place I can’t stand women is
in school. They muddle the learning processes and stifle the pursuit of meaningful
knowledge. They are distracting and confused and time consuming (time we could
be spending in the library) and totally
lack objectivity. They are also petty and
catty and wenchy (Leave out anything?)
Their place is in the home or the apartment, whichever the case might be. They
make great secretaries so long as the words
aren’t too long. They also do a good job
as airline stewardesses so long us there
isn’t too much coffee on the tray. It takes
four of them to put in a light bulhone
to screw it in and three to hold the ladder.
Maybe I’m just hitter because my boss
on the Daily is one, and it’s hell taking
orders from a woman.

Tree Climbers, Warriors and Profs Parry Today
Editor:
The arguments for and against the United
States’ position in Viet Nam often are difficult to analyze objectively, especially when
one ha.s prejudices on the subject. The facts,
hbwever, are available to anyone who will do
some digging.
!In Monday’s Spartan Daily, Professor Pepper seemed to say that we should heed the
advice of erudite men in forming an opinion
on national policy. He also implied that the
mere fact that scholarly articles are written
opposing the United States’ policy in Viet
Nam means something.
In forming an opinion, we would certainly
do well to refer to the arguments of the
Most renowned people on a subject. However, specific facts, arguments, and a reanalysis of one’s own values should be the
criteria on which to base a moral judgment.
The different opinion polls aren’t useless,
but they should be disregarded as a basis
for justifying one’s convictions.
I don’t support the United States’ foreign
policy either, but what does that mean to you?

David Cundiff
A21779

’No Need for Poverty
In Our Affluent Society’
Editor:
As an expression of our concern for the
Delano grape strikers, Christians for Social
Action announces support of the strikers’
March from Delano to Sacramento.
Recently state and local leaders of the
three religious faiths (Catholic, Protestant
and Jewish) have indicated their support for
the unionization of farm workers. At the
same time the church leaders have not disregarded the position of the growers, and
they recognize the distress that abounds when
a labor dispute arises.
The effort is to reconcile the differences

between workers and growers, but specifically, the position they take is that the workers have the right to organize and the right
to bargain collectively with their employers.
Christians for Social Action at SJS joins
with these spokesmen of the wider religious
community in this public witness to the campus and this local community. As students,
we recognize that involvement often leads
to controversy, but as Christians we cannot
assume a position of non-involvement or
neutrality in the presence of social injustice.
There is little need for the poverty that
exists among seasonal workers in our affluent
society. Indifference to the plight of migrant farm labor would only endorse a reduction in the dignity of mankind. As agents
in the mission of the Church, individual
members of CSA will join the march from
Manteca to Stockton on Saturday, April 2,
1966.
Pete EMs, Pres. of C8A
A1936

Prof Says AFT Needs
’Collective Bargaining’
Editor:
We in the American Federation of Teachers are very pleased that the Association of
California State College Professors also
recognizes the needs for collective bargaining in the state colleges and we invite all
members of ACSCP to join us in our petition
drive on collective bargaining. Indeed, many
members of ACSCP already have expressed
their desire to sign our petition. Undoubtedly,
the ACSCP paper supporting collective bargaining has added strength to our drive.
I also would like to note that the role of
the Academic Senate as defined by ACSCP
is in complete harmony with established policy of the AFT. The AFT consistently has
advocated that Academic Senate, made up
of duly elected faculty, should act as the faculty voice in matters of policy and that the
bargaining agent should negotiate financial
matters. A position paper detailing these distinctions of functions is being prepared by
the college council of the AFr and will be

This administration has never functioned
with unity, rather it has been characterized by a concerted effort among certain
individuals to perpetuate the interests of
themselves alone. Those of us who refused
to comply were siniply "left in the dark"
or forced to resign.
This is the preilicanient in which I have
found myself ihis year. Smeral oilier ASB
officers and myself opposed the attitude
that the ASB President is the only person
who knows what’s "good for the student
body," and the price for this refusar to
succumb has been highfrustration. personality conflict, wholesale resignations
and subsequent loss of student confidence
in their "own" government has been the
result. Little wonder student government
at SJS has a had "image."

1

SOLE BASIS
It seems that the sole basis for respect
among the executive officers was not for
reasons of competency, but revolved
around the simple question: "Does (or

did) the individual "support" me?
I have continually been frustrated in attempts to enhance the operation of the
ASB committee system. My personal initiative was met with a brick wallat the
door of the ASB President.

Thrust and Parry
’Pro-Con War Arguments
Are Difficult to Analyze’

to permeate the daily activity of the present administration.

published to all faculty members before our
petition drive on collective bargaining begins on April 11.
Dr. E. E. Ristherfoni
member AFT locai Mat

Drs. Lee, Larsen Answer
Questioners’ Challenge
Editor:
Dr. Arthur H. Price has challenged us to
justify our assertion that "the very best colleges in America have a great deal of faculty
participation in their management, and the
very worst institutions virtually none."
Perhaps Dr. Price will accept the judgment
of Burton R. Clark, research sociologist at
the Center for the Study of Higher Education, at the University of California, upon
whose comments our assertion was based.
Professor Clark has written (AAUP Bulletin, vol. 47, 1961, p. 299) as follows:
"Strong faculty authority commonly aids
in attracting and retaining the most valuable
resource of collegesthe competent academic
MEM. There is a positive correlation between
the academic quality of colleges and faculty
authority . . . In the very best colleges, the
faculties generally have much authority; in
the very worst colleges, virtually none."
In support of this conclusion, Professor
Clark gives references to specific data from
a study of 77 colleges, which Dr. Price may
wish to consult.
The opinion of Dr. Logan Wilson (AAUP
Bulletin, vol. 41, 1955, p. 686), then president
of the University of Texas and more recently
president of the American Council on Education, may also be of interest:
"Extreme authoritarianism can hardly he
maintained in our larger and better colleges
and universities, but it is fairly common in
small, mediocre, and insecure institutions."
Which is cause arid which in effect may
be a matter of opinion, but it is clear that
faculty influence and an excellent academic
reputation are related. For the opinion of
a well-qualified scholar, we may again quote
Professor Clark (loc. cit.):
"That much authority becomes lodged in
the hands of faculty members in the best

colleges is no accident, I will hypothesize,
but is an intrinsic part of achieving and maintaining a pre-eminent position."
C. M. Larsen
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Lawrence Lee
Professor of History

Tree-Climber Asks Police
To Study Within Limits
Editor:
Sunday morning I climbed a tree on.campus
in order to see the flowers better without
having to pick them. An hour later a policeman came by and asked me what I was doing.
I told him that I could see things much
more clearly up there. He ordered me to
get down. As my body was cold, I was already
on my way down before he came around.
Then he told me he didn’t want ever to catch
me up there again.
Thinking that the penal code might say
something about tree sitting, I asked him
what was wrong with it. He insisted that I
was going to hurt myself.
I appreciate his concern for me, but I think
we all need to sit in a tree awhile. Perhaps
our police force could recognize that fact,
and restrict themselves to the field of law
enforcement.
Barbara GM
A8930
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The office of the Executive Secretary
has always been a nebulous one: the constitutional duties include responsibilityfor
the efficient functioning of the ASB conimittem It, theoretically, was my responsibility to provide for an interchange Iaetween the ASV President and executive
branch, and the committee system.
PREDESTINED
However, virtually all my attempt& to
fulfill my constiutional duties were predestined to failure. In almost every area
where I had a mandate to act, I was prevented from doing so by presidential circumvention.
When attempting to enlighten myself
regarding sotne irregularities in executive
expenditurts, I was accused by the ASB
President of "snooping in die wrong
places."
My resignation is not motivated by a
vindictive and emotional response to a
deplorable situation. Rather, I hope that
it will prove to be a catalyst for change.

The student body should know what happens on the "inside." What I have said
here merely covers some of the more

sal-

ient problems.
INTEGRATED PART
Student

government has the potential to
become a complementary and integral part
of the student’s educational experience.
It is not difficult to ’perceive that there
is no "one answer."
e do not pretend
to ignore the fact that times are changing.
We oursekes have changed. Has the student governance to which we have submitted ourselves reflected this change?
Many helieve, as I do, that it has not.
I hope you will give it a needed new
direction in the upcoming election. I have
tried and heel, thwarted. now the mandate
is yours, and you more more than I.
Pleace accept my resignation as your

ASB Executive Secretary.
Miss Kathy

Schwent

1

1
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World Forum
Draft Dodgers

NEW YORK MiniThe FBI yesterday made the biggest roundup of alleged draft dodgers in its history by arresting dozens of youths,
and some parents, charged with paying as much as $5,000 in efforts
to evade the diet.
Federal agents announced the arrest of 33 persons within hours
after the dawn raids began, and indicated other arrests were expected
in the scheme which involved sale of stolen Air Force Reserve eredent ials.
The FBI said nine fathers and eight sons were among those arrested in the roundup which routed many suspects from bed.
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Outlaw Drugs

.4

Senate committee has taken the
SACRAMENTO (UPI)
A
first step toward outlawing the use by thrill seekers of LSD and other
hallucination causing drugs.
The Judiciary Committee approved the bill Tuesday after its au.
thor, Sen. Donald Grunsky, R-Watsonville, said the use of LSD by
high school and college students was skyrocketing.
The measure would permit use of the drug only with prescription
from a physician.

’ %RYAN DAILY-9

German Composer,
Tenor To Perform
German songs will fill the air
in Concert Hall tonight as pianist
Hermann Reimer and tenor John,
Glenn Paton present a !leder recital. The performance begins at
8:15.
One of the M3M widely-known
German composers, Reutter has
written operas, songs, symphonies,
choral and piano works. He is
director of the Staatliche Hochschule fuer Musick in Stutteart,
where he has taileht coreco,ition

and song interpretation.
As a Fulbright Scholar

in 196061, Paton studied song intetpretatien with Reutter in Stuttgart.
They now make annual concert

tours together. Paton is assistarrt

profes.or of veice at the University
of Wisconsin.
Tonight’s prcgram will include
four number, by Schubert: "To
an Autumn Mo?.n." "On the Riesenkoppe," "Youth at the Spring"
;old "flrie..,."

Moderne Drug CI).
ANTHONY D.

CAMPAGNA.

Jr.. owner

Professional Pharmacists

tt

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

Daylight Saving
A CANDID MOMENT
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R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS Scholar-in-Residence,
who departs today, two members of the SJS
faculty and a student exchange views during the
West Coast Industrial Design Student Conference at Big Sur last weekend. From left Nelson

Van

Judah, assistint professor of industrial design; Jack W. Crist, associate professor of in.
dustrial design, and Tom Shier, junior industrial
design major.

Voting Information

Here’s How To Register
By JIM BAILEY
mary election register to vote?
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The answer is not as simple as
Where can an SJS student who a single address, although for many
turns 21 before the June 7 pri- students the place is the Santa
Clara County Registrar of VoterS
.irfice at 45 W. St. James St., San
Jose.
.eS.
However, interpretations of the
== ,Icction code don’t make the proc,,ss all that simple for in-resident
Cut-Rite
,tudents.
Barber
Recent clarifications of interpreShop
tations of the election code by H.
trick Sullivan, registrar of
oters. and Spencer Williams, San’NT
ta Clara County coun.sel, have
’fflipthest Quality Mir,
cleared the air for SJS students
’at Reasonable Pri,
nho previously didn’t believe they
MEN $1.80
eould vote in Santa Clara County.
BOY’S $1.55
The policy of , all the counties
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
in California has been that stu=
,lents from outside the county
Daily 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
should register in their parents’
Sunday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
home town if they are partially
E.
1279 E. SANTA CLARA 297-9705
dependent on their parents’ support.
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WHITE LEVIS
CALIFORNIAN MODEL

331.00

300.00

Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP
Via AAL-Alitalia ... DEPARTS June 21 ... RETURNS Sept. 5
San Francisco to London ROUND TRIP $532.00
(Based on Group rate) Children Half Fare
Youth Fare $445.00

THE WORKINGMAN’S STORE

Ask about our Europe "by all means of transportation" student
tour. Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Eurail passes.
ONT wir ’TONY ENGsTROM

Open until

297-0428
51 So. 19th

tune-up

alignment

Spartan Gulf Service

Ft, tlie 28,5-5392 evenings

Senta Cla a a, Tenth

295-9358

"Me and the World" will take
place

Tops for sports, for school, for just goofin’
of f that’s WHITE LEVI’Sthe lorg lean
pants with the famous name. Got a conple
of pairsin traditional off-white anci your
favorite sportswear colors!

218 W. Santa Clara St., San Jose
All Parking Tickets Validated
9 Mon. & Thurs.

$17.95

S89 all color
JRS ENTERPRISES

College Community.," "Me and the
Group," "Me and My Family" and

Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP
Via TWA ... DEPARTS June 14th ... RETURNS Sept. 8
Via United/lberia
DEPARTS June 20 ... RETURNS Sept. 5
San Francisco to Paris ROUND TRIP $563.00
(Based on group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth Fare $476.00

New York
to London

Including parts and labor,

VvIDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

A Spartacamp-in-residence discussion session will be held tonight
at 7:30, for all SJS students, at
the home of Bud Carney, 576 S.
10th. Discussion of "Me and the

>AA

RESERVE
NOW!
New York
to Paris

Economy Brake Job
ALL FOUR WHEELS

Camp Discussion

NNW

you’re
sure
to
score
in...

*21=

The contingent of 93 teenagers
and seven college counselors will
fly to Ireland from New York next
Friday via Trans World Airlines,
a co-sponsor of the contest, and
return to the United States 12
days later.
Pitcher was chosen for the trip
for his scholastic, athletic and
counseling excellence, according to
Robert Martin, associate dean of
students.
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"WHY PAY MORE?"

Bob Pitcher, SJS senior recreation major, has been named by
Parade Magazine as a counselor
for a group of teenage newspaper
boys who will tour Ireland, Scotland and England, April 8-20. The
trip is titled "Young Columbus
X."
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Senior Named
Tour Counselor
On British Isles Trip

Europe ’66’
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This does not mean, however,
that non -local students cannot register in the locality of their college. For example, married students may register locally even if
they partially depend on parents
who live in another voting district.
Sullivan explained that in-resident students might also be permitted to register in Santa Clara
County if they can "show significant financial independence and
an intent to stay in the area after
they finish their schooling."
A student can show such intent
by the way he signs his permanent
address card at college registration, by the address on his driver’s license, draft card and the
address from which he conducts
his official business.
Parental residence in Santa
Clara County, however, does not
mean a student living on campus
can necessarily vote in San Jose.
If his parents live in Saratoga, for
example, he should register in
Saratoga "if he is still tied to
his parents’ home financially," Sullivan said.
April 14 is the final day to
register for the state primary. Any
student who turns 21 on or before
election day and has lived in Cali, fornia for one year, his county
for 90 days and his precinct for
154 day, 1- eligible to register.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
Congress yesterday sent to the White
House a bill to set uniform dates for daylight saving tune this year
and make it automatic throughout the nation next year.
The House gave final approval to the bill by accepting a HouseSenate conference committee report endorsing the strong version
passed by the House earlier.
House Republican leader Gerald R. Ford made a last-minute protest that the measure would force his state of Michigan, which lies
in two time zones, onto two time standards.

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

SJS Grad Student
in Business

IIGER HOP
YOU FIND
ESS IN YOUR HEW?

We don’t mean to jest about the most serious decision you’ll ever make
... it’s just that Humble Oil & Refining Company actually offers opportunities
and responsibilities that might. be a little awesome if we took ourselves too
seriously.
You see, Humble is America’s leading supplier oF energy. We’re not only
the principal domestic operating affiliate of the Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey), but also affiliated with Esso Production Research Company, the Enjay
Chemical Company and Esso Research and Engineering Company.
That automatically makes us a leader in U.S. petroleum exploration, producing, manufacturing, transportation, research and marketing. Our employees
also find opportunities with other Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)
affiliates throughout the world.
And that is why we need people at all degree levels, from Bachelor tp
Ph.D. and in almost every discipline.
If you’re seeking the rewards that derive from significant contributions
in your field, we’d like to tallc to you-scriously.

SEE

YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
Our Engineering Recruiting Team
will visit the campus April 1. /966.

HUMBLE

OIL & REFINING COMrANY . . .
AMERICA’S LEADING ENERGY COMPANY

A PLANS FOR PROGREGS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

4SPARTAN DAILY

Thursday, March 31, 1966

Two SJS Music Groups
Invited to CMEA Meeting
yll Melott, cello.
The Chorale will sing Brahms’
"Love Song," Weill’s "September Song" and "The Turtle
Dove," arranged by Arnold. The
Harp-Chorale will perform two
munbers by Salzedo: "Tango"
and "Chanson de la Nuit." Harp
Ensemble solos will be "Lullaby"
by Scott and "The Water Is
Wide." arranged by Zaninelli.
Spartan Quartet will play
Haydn’s String Quartet, Op. 20.
No. .1

Darlene Loran, Jan De Vore,
Pamela Simmons, Marsha McGlashan, Sally Snelling, Jan Gilbert, Storm Harvey, Audrey
Clark, Melinda Shaw, Jana Dremann, Nancy Gustayson and
Mrs. Maureen Searles.
The Spartan Quartet, a string
group, is coached by Albert Gillis, assistant professor of music.
Members of the quartet are William Galbraith, first violin; Jack
Ullom, second violin; Miss Judith Wilks, viola, and Miss Cher-

’INvo SJS music groups, the
liarp-Chorale and Spartan Quartet, have been selected to perform at the California Music
Educators Association Conference Tuesday, April 5, at Santa
Barbara,
Mrs. Nancy Gustayson, inrtruetor in music, and Russell
Harrison, associate professor of
music, direct the Harp-Chorale.
Members of the Harp-Chorale
are Misses Marcie! Lyczewski,
Sandra Baker, Paula Donley,

iltiratt Pgja
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Available from
10 to 20 people

610 Coleman
216-3832

MILLER’S STEAK HOUSE

0

OPEN 24 HOURS

0

Steak Fish

Served Daily:
4:30-8 p.m.

Famous
Hofbrau Band
Fri. & Sat.

Sunday:
II a.m.-8 p.m.

arclen ()ay llofirau
297-2002
51 S. Market
,alunlinitiffsraleziffrAlteMeirMIN

SCREEN SCENES

295-7238 1433 The Alameda
297-8000
"MOMENT OF TRUTH"
Fillini’s Masterpiece
B. Bardot in
"JUILIET OF THE SPIRITS"
"LOVE ON A PILLOW"
in color
Free passes and albums
at Coast Radio.

Featuring Breakfast

SARATOGA

Free Delivery

286.2484

292.3848

11110M1111

. CINEMA

14502 Rig Flavin Wev

after 7 p.m.
within 1 mile of campus

STUDIO

867-3026

"IPCRESS FILE" in color,
and
"BEDTIME STORY"

292-8778
398 South First
Nominated for

G AY
t00 South

5
294..5544

in.,

DUET
E.R,T THEATRE TitrATin

and
"ROCCO AND
HIS BROTHERS"

Academy Awards
including BEST ACTRESS
Sidney
Elizabeth
Poitier
Hartman

"FRENCH
WITHOUT DRESSING"

"A PATCH OF BLUE"
also "AGENT FOR H.A.R M. color
Student discount cards honored.

el’

McDOUBLE

CleepatPa
Elizabeth Taylor
Richard Burton
Rex Harrison

SUNNYVALE,
.

BOWL
3 games for Si

Et.1

CHEESEBURGERS

Call 295-9487 and pick-up your order ready to eat.

NEW -’N -BIG

,,,,,,,,,
mixes
SPA ETA li
- _up.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED!

lierwcen Wolfe Rood and Fair Oaks Avenue

DANCING

1
4

Ei

m
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featuring

1

Turkey and the Gobblers

.

10c Beers for Ladies from 3 pm.-9 p.m.

294 7800

i

$1 a pitcher until 9 every night

3

3
g
.

POOL 81"BfilmleLIARDS

(--

$1 per hour

,

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.

1
4

Fr"

ONLY

39c

CENTS

Yes, it’s double in sixedouble in goodness, too.
Another McDonald’s exclusive in good eating
a double portion of McDonald’s 100., Pure Beef
Hamburger topped with that delightful golden
Cheddar cheese. All yours for only 39 cents
that’s right only 39 cents. Try this tempting
McDouble Cheeseburger. We’re sure you’ll agree
"it’s the best Cheeseburger in all the land."

Thursday thru Sunday

To SJS Students

SAWN REPENORY IHEAIER
I Opens ’Neigh. et 8:30
March 31 thru April lb
Special Matinee Set. Apr. 2

ALL’S WELL
THAT
ENDS WELL

1 THE LITTLE THEATER
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Phone 321.2300 Est. 4317
MI OFFICES: S. F. Downtown CsnIsr / Est
Off Bruno, / HIIIFIFIs Shomen COE / 5.
loss Stomp: Cloy / Stentod ,TrlstdOr Union

11111111111111111111\
A.R.T.
presents
the
PULITZER PRIZE
WINNING

DIARY OF
ANNE
FRANK
Special Performance
Tonight
Student Rates: $1.25
Performance% Friday &
Saturday also.

Curtain time: 8:30 p.m.

Actors
Repertory Theatre
phone for reservations
2974797

Studying
Got YOU Down?

Burger House
388 E. Santa Clara St.

Show times evenings Sun.-Thurs. 7:45 p.m. $1.50
Fr:day and Saturday evenings, 8 p.m. $1.90
Friday and Saturday reservations accepted.

[736 EAST EL CAMINO REAL,

Entertain Your Taste Buds
Our Specialty, "Burgers to Go"
50c
% lb. Jtunbo Burger
with mayonnaise, lettuce, onions & tomatoes
Deluxe Burger
28c
28c
Foot Long Hot Dog
30c
Creamy Milk Shakes

Exactly as shown in reserved seat engagements. Your
last chance to see the most expensive motion picture
ever produced in its uncut version.

Phtnie 738 1111

Tickets will be on sale at Student Affairs Business Office,
Building R, through tomorrow
for "SJS Night" with the
Smothers Brothers Tuesday,
April 12 at Circle Star Theatre,
San Carlos. Prices for the event,
sponsored by KSJS-FM radio,
range from $2 to $5.
Rich Hernandez, coordinator
of "SJS Night" said KSJS will
present the Smothers Brothers,
former SJS students, with a
plaque in recognition of "outstanding success in the world
of entertainment."

25 W. San Salvador

PRESENTS:

A Special One Week Engagement of

c

(,/,(

552 Smith Itascom

123 S. 4th

NM /4 All ntnt r

$169

SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER

during the month of March

S

For ’SJS Night’

pp,SENTS

Between 7 a.m. and 11 a.m.

Live Music 5 nites a week

-

7,1-7,T7327,7757BK.18S2r

Augenlic german good

eaten on the preinines alter 7 p.tn.

Banquet Rooms Available

163 West Santa Clara

be SillAN Sunday ,it 8 p.m. as
a benefit for the Foothill Letterman’s Club. Tickets will be available at the door for $1.50.
San Francisco Ballet anti San
Francisco Ballet Orchestra will
perform Tuesday night at 8:15.
Tickets for the Fine Arts Series
program are available at the
college box office. Prices range
from $2 to $3.
"Sinfonia," "Filling Station,"
"Alpenfest" and "Variations de
Ballet" comprise the performance. "Filling Station" dramatizes events that occur one night
at a gas station. It features the
pursuit of a gangster on a
darkened stage by dancers carrying flashlights.

.11-7

11../’

All Pizzas

e

Next to the Purple Pussy Cat

Banquet

90.7 me, will feature highlights
from the fifth Festival of 20th
Century Music held at SJS last
May.
Guest lecturer for the festival
was cm-poser Milton Babbitt.
whose appearance was sponsored
by Spartan Programs Committee. Tonight’s program includes
excerpts trom recordings made
during the three-day festival.
This year’s Festival of 20th
Century Music, sponsored by the
Music Department, will begin
Tuesday, April 19. Guest lecturer will be John Cage, composer known for his innovations
in creating music.

rn 2 5 (oon OFF

Banquet Rooms

howe

Minter surfing and bullet will
be subjects for entertainment at
Foothill College the first week
in April.
Tomorrow and Saturday
nights at 8:15 the drama department will present "Murder
in the Cathedral," a verse play
by T. S. Eliot. The play, which
opened at Foothill last weekend, tells of the 1170 slaying of
Thomas A. Beckett, archbishop
of Canterbury.
Tickets, $1 general admission
and 50 cents for students, may
be purchased at the College box
office, telephone 948-4444.
"Water Logged," a full -color
feature length surf movie, will

a,

OPEN 24 HOURS

Ituitypy

"Sintonia Concert Hall" tonight at 8 on KSJS-FM radio,

PRESENTS
Melodrama and Olio
Every Fri. and Sat. night at 8:30 p.m.
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
STUDENTS $1.75
Mcnterey Rd. at Hillsdale
For reservations call 225-1232

on any pizza. Valid for Spring ’66.
We have pool table and shuffleboard.
Beer $1 a pitcher.

the

Foothill College To Show Ticket Sales
End Tomorrow
’Murder,’ Surf, Ballet

GASLIGIITEAS
THUM

./

This coupon worth

ISinfonia Concert’
Program Features
Modern Music

THEN ...
Drop your books, lift your
head, comb your hair and
put a smile on that face of
yours. You are about to go
out tonight.
You say that you are looking
for a quiet romantic place
which is not too far out of
the way where you can take
your girl for a fine dinner?
You say that where you are
going must hare a Unique atmosphere, Tranquility, and
dining at its hest?
THEN ,
Drop on down to

look for the golden arches ’

McDonald’s
Om,coorrok:oscomPol..4,0N,ona

417 So. I st

294- I 454

.
====

3rd & San Carlos
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1401 So. 1st

292-1266
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Praises SJS
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Bucky Fuller
Concludes Stay

P,oto bs Charles Sanders
EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE used in the geodesic dome principle
invented by R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS’ first Scholar-in- Residence,
is illuminated by candlelight at the Student Industrial Design
Conference at Big Sur last weekend. Fuller completes an eight_ week stay at SJS today.
4./.01.6",,,,,,....Wry........W,....,..

, 4t Me.63 2Vve--.91:
HOUSE
% ,. FREE Coke or coffee
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ANGELO’S
STEAK

s. Where
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fin(’ limit
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prices get together. s:
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,Z. Come in and be satisfied. s.,’,
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72 E. Santa Clara :=1.

::,

"Ve-W.4"..W.,,,,,,W"."."..’:,

’h any sandwich Monday thru
’_. iturday between the hours of
2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
k
141
This OW is sieved Orr
\
April lst, 1966
No minimum charge
at any time
tl
16th and Santa Clara
1,kwe ...C.V:P.4,40:0:07re’llwer.e ws,"
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efr TAIL

OPENS TUES.APR.12
Ota WEEK ONLY,

The

F;;Et, k;7’s
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MRS
OTHERS
A

WILLIAMS
.. ROGER
Ihre FRI. Ile SAT. 6:10 & 9-30 SUA. 3:00 &

cstrisRT

PERFOni.114CE5 TUES.
Seats Now Available at Student Affairs Office
For Information Call 365-0565
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AMERICAN
FAMILY
STEAKHOUSE
I STUDENTS!
%id)

of

ce

ea-rii or Ili,.

purchase riser 59c and :,tiolerit

DINNERS
.79
1/2 Lb. Ground Round
1.29
Top Sirioin
1.39
New York Steak
1.99
16 Oz. T-Bone
.49
1/4 Lb. Burger
.69
Steeriwrger
.69
Steak Sandwich
1.19
Chicken in a Basket
SUNDAY SPECIAL
.99
Chicken in a Basket
MONDAY NATE SPECIAL
Top Sirloin
.99
Dinners serred with roll. french fries, or baked potato.

lc

if;
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of

FREE 20c soft drink

23 No. Market St.
Downtown San Jose

L

Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
297-9689
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By DICK DAN
s
spartan Daily stun ’11,riter
TN. tr.Ilwoy in the Engineering Building vs’as finally vacant
late M ’ t y afternoon. It had been a bustling area all that day,
near Fi4n 0,,,,e a 70-year-old visitor had made his headquarters
for the ’Let e.!r,ht weeks.
In
’,mall three-desk office. the fading light of the ending
day nimic1,1 jost enough illumination to read material. The three
people inside had been busy all day and were content with the tranquility of the soft shadows.
One person spoke.
"When are you coming home, Bucky?" the attractive grayhaired woman asked her Scholar-in -Residence husband. "I want to
know when to plan to have dinner." she explained.
"I thought we’d eat someplace around here because Mrs. Smith
and I hae some work yet to do," the short, husky man replied. explaining his secretary and he were planning to work late into the
night.
Richard Buekminster Fuller, architect, inventor, poet, engineer,
mathematician and philosopher. SJS’ first Seholar-in-Residence,
was finishing last-minute paper work before tonight’s departure.
It had been an exciting and successful eight weeks. ’The intellectual
exchange had satisfied the goals he had promised himself he would
accomplish at SJS.
’TOTAL COMMUNITY’
"I set out to develop a one-world viewpoint here in the total
community, including the college and the surrounding community "
Fuller explained. "I wanted to show where man is in history now."
During the past eight weeks, Fuller offered 210 hours of formal
lecture to campus, community, religious and social organizations
in the San Jose-San Francisco area. "I was kept pretty busy while
here, but I expected that," Fuller quipped. "But 210 lecture hours
is equivalent to an average college professor’s academic load in a
four-year period," he added pridefully.
The 70-year-old geodesic dome inventor turned from his desk,
piled with paper, and confided, "I’m confident that I’ve accomplished what I set out to do here in San Jose. I’ve talked with all
types of people, from different social and professional ways of life,
and I’ve seen their respon.se. Audiences at my lectures have grown
in size over the past two months.
’INVISIBLE MAN AT SJS’
Here in San Jose State’s college community, I’ve noticed the
invisible man. He’s easy to see here," Fuller said. "The invisible
man is the do-er, not just the talker. He’s not interested in putting
himself forward in the spotlight for glory’s sake alone. Rather. he
is interested in remaining In the background, surveying what must
be done and then setting out to accomplish it,’’ he explained.
"Your students here are extraordinarily pure and genuine,"
Fuller declared in tribute. "They remind me of little grandchildren,
beautiful and untarnished. They are not struggling for false individuality as some do elsewhere," he said.
"By pure and untarnished," he continued, adjusting his thicklens glasses, he said, ’The student is aware of the surrounding
vvorld and its problems, and he makes an honest effort to find
a way to solve them.
"I think that perhaps the main reason San Jose is unique is
because it is at the end of the westward movement the American
.people have been.involved in the past two centuries," Fuller said.
Pres. Robert D. Clark was described as "a man with his feet
on the ground. This man has no pretense, no false pride. I’ve
noticed that the community trusts him completely."
GAP BRIDGED
Dean Norman O. Gunderson of the Engineering Division was
commended by Fuller as "not afraid to question old staid terms in
engineering. For example, Gunderson wonders why chemical engineers are called engineers when they don’t deal with engines.
He also is bridging the gap between the humanities and the sciences,
thereby solving one of the most serious problems in society-the
lack of understanding between these two areas."
The sun has now sunk below the campus buildings. Later this
afternoon he will motor to San Francisco International Airport,
then fly south to Pacific Palisades where he’ll present his message
of man’s role in history to more audiences. His wife will fly back
to Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Ill., where the couple
have made their home for the past nine years.
SJS’ departing Scholar-in-Residence, still vibrant and pleasant
at the end of a long day, stood up and concluded, "San Jose State
has given me an interesting and refreshing look into the future.
I see here hope for a universal citizenry."

AWS Petitions
Now Available

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE

Applications are now available
in ADM242 and the College Union

3’
2’

dents elections.
The AWS will meet Tuesda.
pril 12 at 3:30 p.m. in the AWS
Lounge of the College Union to
explain publicity requirements.
Deadline for applications is April
13.
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Phone Orders 297-8421

Too hot to cook?
Let TICO’S TACOS cook for you.
COMBINATION PLATE
TOSTADA & ENCHILADA
SALAD
RICE or BEANS
ENCHILADA
TOSTADA

An 1i.if

cg;

April 10 in Spartan Stadium, Mel
Gonsolves, chairman of the committee, announced yesterday.

"Earn-as-you
lip to dire.- -learn- plan
11111E9

PoNitions

This is the second year of the
hunt. Last year 300 children attended. Ilccat.t.c letters haVe been

5 days a 4.t.l. at day camp in Los Gatos
available for:
1.%
it instructor
woodcraft instructor
2 male counselors
Contact Hill 371)-70
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MITCHELL I
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MITCHELL HARNEI PENN QUICK RODDY -PFLEUGER SOUTH BEND
OCEAN CITY - AND ALL TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED-HURRY
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FULLER MAKES POINT at Student Industrial
Design Conference held last weekend at Big Sur.
Fuller, during his eight-week stay at SJS’ first
Scholar-in -Residence, spoke fo several profes-
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Netters Expect Break Today
After Battling Cal, Stanford
With half the brittle over, SJS,
netters swing back into play today
and Friday with action against
Cal State at Ilay%v aril and Redlands.
The toughest matches ended yesterday when the Spartans visited ’

Palo Alto to duel with Stanford.
Results of the match were unavailable at press time, however.
Cal tripped the San Jose unit
5-4 on Tuesday to open the rugged
week’s play.
Coach Butch Krikorian expects

VirSKI GRAB
50c7o
+-(ERt4
I3
o
et
0
44,
’t
/CEt4A
at Ili

FINAL

CLEARANCE
SAVE UP TO

SKIS
HOOTS
PANTS
PARKAS
S’WEATERS

ALL TOP LINE
MERCHANDISE
WINTERLAND
440 S. Winchester

today’s dual to provide a break
By LEE JUILLERAT
for the busy racketeers. Hayward
saurian Hall) Sport* Writer
is the site of the 2:30 p.m. battle.
It didn’t take much urging to
Tomorrow’s tilt with Redlands get Ron Cerrudo inter-sted in golf.
naagainst
put, the Spartans up
And it took even less to get his 1
tionally -ranked competition for the original encourager, his dad, to
and
Cal
vveek.
this
third time
accompany the SJS senior linkster
Stanford tied far third in naticnal back to Augusta, Ga. for the ace
year.
last
ratings
of golf tournaments, the Iktaster’s.
Ron and his No. 1 fan fly south
Led by awkward, but talented
boasts
Saturday to get in practice rounds
John Yeomans, Redlands
’
earned
on the wide-open Augusta layout.
an experienced squad which
ninth in tennis ratings last year.; "This has to be my greatest
on
p.m.
2:30
at
thrillthe highlight of my golfing
rhe bash begins
career," envisions Cerrudo, one of
;,, llth and Humboldt courts.
Raul Contrertts was the head- 12 amateurs in the golf classic.
After taking up the game nearly
;;.,1. in Tuesday’s loss to Cal on
10 years ago, because his father
San Jose courts.
rhe junior netter upset nation - needed someone to play with. Ron
ranked Chuck Darley in the has rapidly developed into one of
the nation’s foremost amateurs.
Aare match 7-5, 3-6, 6-1.

Irby settk for kss?
c
c

SKI CENTER

65,000
BOOKS &
PAPEPBACKS

75,000
GREETING
CARDS

-&Books

Blvd. San Jose

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Coaek & Winchester
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serring aliforniu Since 1851

Across from the Winchester Mystery House

Tues., Wed. & Sat. until 6
Mon., Thur. & Fri. open until 9

if:00 DAEAR

’eat
Same Safety Tread Design that comes on new cars!

BEGAN WHEN 12
"I started playing when I %vas
12. My father had begun a year
earlier. Yeah I guess he just
needed some company," recalls the
21 -year-old.
Ron qualified for the April 7-10
Masters by tying for eighth in the
U.S. Amateur Open in Tulsa. Okla.
He narrovrly missed earning a
’shot last year when he dropped the
needed qualifying match. Playing
medal ball this year (total scores),
he barely squeezed in, as only the
top eight earned Augusta invitat ions.
Since then, Ron has been round-

Spartan baseballers, as many
other SJS students, head south ;
for Easter vacation this weekend. ;
But, unlike their classmates, the
batmen will not be soaking up the
sun on Southern Cali f or nia
beaches. Instead, they will receive
their tans on the baseball diamond
while competing in the annual San

Floirer
Shop

plus tax
and four
recappable
casings

Flowers
and

SAVE NEXT 10 DAYS!

r

Corsages

TREAD DESIGN
BY GOODYEAR
Now on new Goodyear original
equipment tires and proved by
millions of car miles.

APPLIED BY
TIRE EXPERTS
Our retreaders are all trained
in factory authorized recapping
methods, and use modern retread equipment.

100% GOODYEAR
TUFSYN RUBBER

NO -DELAY
SERVICE

Fifie quality tread rubber that
is compounded for maximum
raleage.

If you want your present tires
retreaded, we can get you back
on the road with a minimum of
inconvenience.

ing his game into shape for the
tourney.
"I’m hitting the ball as well as
I eet. have, and I’ve been working
en my chipping and putting, so

for all
Occasions
292-0462

lOth

Santa Clara

WHAT’S MY LINE?Ron Cerrudo sixes up a putt while drilling
for next week’s Master’s in Augusta, Ga., Ron and his father
leave Saturday for the tourney, featuring the top golfers in the
world.

Diego Marine Corps baseball tournament.
Entered in the three-day double-elimination tournament along
with SJS are University of Southern California, California We:stern
University, San Diego State, University of the Pacific and a team
from the Marine Corps Recruiting
Station.
First-round play begins Monday,
April 4, with Southern California,
onsidered one of the better teams
,,it the West Coast, meeting a
lough Cal Western nine.
SJS begins first-round action
..ainst perennial tournament con, rider San Diego State at 12 noon,
vhile the host Marine team meets
! o4t year’s tournament champion,
I ’OP, at 3 p.m.
Spartan coach Ed Sobczak, who
is taking 21 men on the trip, plans
to start either fireballer Frank
Pangborn or work hor se Bill
Schmidt in the opening game.
SINGLE GAMES
Also on tap for the Spartans
over vacation are single games
against Washington State on Friday krril N and University of

Serving Saralogu Since I95I)

Portland the next day.
The Washington State game will
be played at Municipal Stadium at
4 p.m., but due to the Chicago
Cubs-Tacoma exhibition game, the
Portland contest will be held on
the Spartan practice diamond at
11 a.m.
Last Monday, Santa Clara hit
everything but the umpire in route
to a 14-1 romp over the Spartans.
The Broncos, breaking out of an
extended slump, pounded three SJS
hurlers for 12 hits and four home
runs while winning their second
decision in as many tries over the
Spartans.
FIVE-RUN RALLY
SJS starter Frank Pangborn was
the victim of a five-run fourth
inning rally that virtually clinched
the game for Santa Clara. The big
blow in the inning was a two-run
round tripper by. Bronco first baseman Bob Spence.
The drive was the second in succession for the All-American candidate, who had gotten the Santa
Clara scoring started with a tworun shot in the third frame.
Spartan shortstop Tom Brandi
ruined Tracy Cross’ bid for a shutout when he put SJS on the scoreboard with a roundtripper in the
eighth inning.
10% Discount
A.S.B. Card

HOFFEE’S GARAGE
Where Your VOLKSWAGEN

’,00d Hands
for ALL
Her NEEDS.
Call anytime

BRAKE
A DUSTMENT

$119

ALIGN
FRONT END

$695

Pacing the entire course with his
father, to get a book on distances
and familiarize him.self svith the
strange layout, is also scheduled.
By having approximate distances
charted, Ron figures to adjust to
any pessible situations.
He also hopes to work on pin’minting his placement shots. Since
qualifying for the Masters, he has
been drawing the ball (hitting
with a hook), instead of hitting
with his normal fade.
Viewing Ron’s game Monday will
be two of golf’s greats--Ben Hogan and Jackie Burke. He set up
the threesome in Houston last
we.ek with Burke, who Ron knows
Cerrudo, an All-American golfer fo- SJS last year, krill rejoin
the team in late April or early
N11.1. according to coiwh Jerry
Vroom. Although eligible for
phi) hy NeAA regular
, the
Castro Vallt1 senior is Ineligible
becatcot of FOS unit deficiencies.
lie is presently taking extension
courses to nveet the regulation..

JCaule3 ogetveleri

NO MONEY DOWN! FREE INSTALLATION

I should be at the peak of my
game."
In his practice rounds, he hopes
to gain a feeling for the fast,
spacious Georgia greens.

’Baseball Team Travels South
To Compete in Easter Tourney

Bakmas

ANY SIZE BLACK OR WHITEWALL

FOR $
ONLY

’Ron Cerrudo Swings to Masters
Taking No. 1 Fan Back to Georgia

BALANCE
FRONT WHEELS

972 CHESTNUT ST.
NEAR HWY. 17 ACROSS
THE FREEWAY FROM Fmc
LOOK FOR THE
CAR IN THE SKY
Open 8 to 5,
Monday thru Saturday

$500
/0,

from numerous Texas golf tournaments.
How will the tremendous galleries in Augusta affect Ron?
HAM PLAYER
"I like to play before big crowds.
I guess a golfer just has to have a
little ham in him. If you can’t
take the crowds, there’s no chance
of excelling."
Ron has faced galleries of 6,000
in the Crosby Invitational and
State Finals. "But if I’m playing
good golf, I’m not aware of the
crowd’s size. I know there are
some people out therebut I’m
just concentrating on playing good
golf."
Pressure and constant play can
admittedly cause a letdown. "Usually when I come in I’m completely exhausted and have to lie
down for an hour or so. Sometimes
steady golf becomes boringjust
like anything else. But the longest
I’ve ever given up the game is for
about six clays."
THINKING GAME
"Golf is a challengeand more.
It’s a game, as Jackie Burke says,
of ’suppressing negative thoughts.’
ft’s really a game of great thinking," adds the personable business
major.
Playing in as many tourneys as
possible, he believes competition is
the way to learn to cope with
pressure.
"One learns through choking.
When I was 15 in the California
juniors tournament, I was 4-uP
with seven holes to play. I lost
but now I know how to cope with
my problems. I just slow everything down. Everybody has some
method for taking off the pressure."
Among the honors compiled are
third team All-American, state junior college champ (at Chabot),
Far Western J.C. champ, Hayward,
Oakland and Santa Clara Championships--plus a lengthy list of
other triumphs.
BUSY SCHEDULE
Coming up are the Western amateur, Tran.s-Miasissippi, Eastern
Amateur, NCAA, National Amateur and qualifying for the U.S.
Open.
Of primary concern right now,
however, is the Masters.
Although chances of winning are
far remote (it’s an even-numbered
year- -so Arnie Palmer rates as
favorite), Ron hopes to capture
low amateur honors,
And with his dad following him,
Ron figures he’s got a pretty
strong advantage:

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara

292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail
PARISIENNIE

One Block from Campus
298-3060

PRICE FROM $100 TO $1200

3rd & San Carlos

j(raute3

otwetri

11160 Big Basin Way. Saratoga
"In the Village"
1167.3117

THIS

WEEK’S SPECIALS

LINK SAUSAGE
RIB STEAK
COLUMBIA BACON
FRYERS

lb.

59(

lb. 83

594

36(

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholetale to Fraternities. Sororities and loardinq Routes
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Cindermen After Indians’ Scalp in Meet Saturday
TimeDirections

Tom (John Wayne) Smith
Leads SJS Against Stanford

Dope Sheet

By PAUL SAVOIA
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Tommy Smith might have to play the role of John Wayne Saturday.
Like Wayne, when he was at his best in the old movies, Smith
might have to almost single-handedly beat back the Indians.
Smith won’t be fighting for his life, however, he’ll be fighting
for a win in Saturday’s dual track meet with the Stanford Indians
and a return of Spartan supremacy.
The Indians gained the upper hand for the first time in eight years
last season and Smith. the junior superstar of coach Bud Winter
may have to participate in five events to keep the Redmen from repeating.
Presently, Smith is planning to enter only four eventsenough
of an order in itself.
However, if Smith and Co. don’t rack up enough points to win
before the meet -ending mile relay comes around, Tommy will make
that event No. 5.
COACHES EXPECT CLOSE ONE
The way rival coaches Winter and Payton Jordan have been talking, the meet will go down until that race for a decision.
Without Smith, the Indians
would rule favorite in the race.
With him, however, SJS is expected to win.
Before Smith can step into the
spotlight, however, utdcnown Spartans can make his participation in
up the final relay unnecessary.
Spartan trilCkPlIell
Bill Johnson could grab a spot
for Saturday’s dual meet with an
in the 100-yard dash . . . Ken
impressive showing in a non-scor- Shackelford could beat Bud Walsh
ing meet with Castlemont High in the 440 intermediate hurdles
of Oakland Tuesday.
.
. or Jim Beam could place in
Saturday the young Sparts the pole vault .. . Wayne Hermen
meet the Stanford frosh at 1:30 could beat Larry Questad in the
in conjunction with the varsity 100 and 220 . . . Larry Herald
could place in the triple jump . . .
meet.
Bob Gass won the 100-yard dash the list could go on and on.
The fact is, these differences in
fur the Spartababes Tuesday with
a 9.9 clocking, while Bob Tal- second and third places could very
madge annexed the 220 race with a well be the difference in the meet.
UNKNOWN HEROES
time of 21.7.
Realizing this, Winter predicts
Distance ace Andy Vollmer cov- that the heroes of the meet may
ered the two mile in 9:31.0 for not be the Smiths, Hermens or
another good mark.
Questads, but the unknown athCastlemont’s
heralded
Fred letes who rise to the occasion to
Jackson won the high jump at garner some unexpected points.
6-6. He has cleared 6-11 to rank
Spartan strong points, as usual,
him as one of the best preps in are the flat races, the relays, the
history.
high jump and the triple jump.
Earlier this season the StanBesides Smith and Hertnen, midford frosh, led by Beatle-haired dle distance men Ken Noel, Joe
sprinter Pat Morrison, dominated Neff, and Tim Knowles and disthe freshman division of the Stan-. tance men figiLanadon,
Sat-.
ford Relays, in which the Sparta- van and Owen Hoffman are the
babes of Mery Smith were entered. Spartan flat race aces.

Frosh Trackmen
Compete Saturday
FLING THAT PLATTERSpartan Bob Akers will be pitting his
talents in the discus against the NCAA champion in Bob Stoecker
of Stanford Saturday. Akers will be waging a dual for second
with Indian Tyler Wilkins.

E-

Intramural Announcements i
VOLLEYBALL

Today is deadline date for sixman volleyball team entries to
be turned in to the Intramural
Office. A team captains’ meeting
will be held in MG201 to discuss
plans for the season which begins
on Monday, April 11.
BASKETBALL
Awful-Awfuls star Mel Tom
heads this year’s All-College basketball team that also includes
Mike Tompkins of Theta Chi, Bob
Potratz of SACES, Jerry Gilbert
of To Whom It May Concern and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s Jim McGuire.
Tom, who led the Awfuls to the
independent chtunpionship and a
win over fraternity champ Alpha
Tau Omega in the first game of
the all College Tournament, was
named as the year’s most valuable
player.
ATO headliners Dennis Deichler
and Jim Pryor pace the second
team, which also features Ron
Deetz from Basketball Inc., Manny
Gonzales from Sigma Nu and Sig-

nta Alpha Epsilon’s Steve Harter.
Named to the Lower Division
All-Star team were Craig Sobero
and Rick Overall from Markam
Hall, John Melvin from the Swishers, Bob Hitchcock from the
Hawks and Paul Penny of the
Tip-Ins.
Placed on the lower division second team were Terry Dunning,
Bob Watts, Al Russel, Danny
Wood and Dick Oaks.
Melvin, who led the Swishers to
the lower -division tournament
championship, was named as ’the
lower-division most valuable
player.
Netters Win
SJS netters upset Stanford 6-3
yesterday in Palo Alto when the
No. 1 doubles team of Rodney
Kop-Gordon Miller grabbed the
necessary match over Jim Best Brian Leck.
The Spartans split singles volleys
with Kop, Bob Murio and Yit
Louie winning. Murio-Raul Contreras and Louie-Steve Jones also
won in doubles play.

SJS STUDENTS

HAIRCUTS $2

Titiirday 7 a.m. Holy Communion
at
300 S. 10th
Chapel of Reconciliation

(Methodist

Frasier (SJ)
Fowler (SJ)
Barkley (S)
Smart (S)
Wilkins IS)
Miller (S)

REN

3

Typewriters
/3
v.- 1
; as little as
witaggij

3

I

8

8
3

I

6
I
0
68

Per Day
on Three

6
9
0

0
9

Months Rental
TRY OUR RENT TO OWN
PLANHUNDREDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

3
3

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
Next fo Calif. look Store

_5
77

Golfers Face Busy State
The West Coast’s top golfers Washington course in Fresno.
provide the opposition for SJS
Meeting the Spartans will he
Friday and Saturday in the third teams from USC, Los Angeles
annual Fresno Classic on the Fort State, UCLA, Fresno State and
Arizona State.
The two-day affair opens a tough
week:
Monday, SJS rebounds to face
L.A. State in a 1 p.m. dual over
the San Jose Country Club layout.
The SJS freshman baseball
April 7-9 finds the team In Santa
team, hoping that a two-week lay- Cruz for the Western Interco!.
off is just what the doctor ordered, legiates on the Pasatiempo course.
returns to action against the StanUSC, rated favorite in the Fresford Nosh tomorrow in Palo Alto. no meeting, may also go in the
The doubleheader will be the Santa Cruz totumey. Led by Allfirst action for the Spartababes Americans Rick Rhodes and Shersince their double defeat at the man Finger, the Trojans rank as
hands of University of San Fran- the team to beat.
cisco on March 18.
On the year the SJS frosh nine
is 0-11, but continues to show in:
provement in every contest. The
decrease in strikeouts in recent
games has been particularly noticeable.

Spartababe Nine
Returns to Action

SPECIAL TO
STUDENTS

$16.95

FOX TIFFANY

I FREE GALLON
I
OF GAS!

Tahitian Print

with Purchase of
5 Gallons of Gas

JAMS

CLIP
’N’
SAVE

in

all colors

$3.98

AT

CHECK THIS
FOR VACATION!

TWO NEW
BEACON
STATIONS

jACgOt
STORE FOR MEN

I 2nd & East William
in San Jose
and

STUDIO
11

S. 2nd

46 So. MARKET
Corner

I

1170 N. 14th St.

!

Also in San Jose

of Post

EL

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Charch
catering to the college community

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and II
2 blocks from school

Worship Sunday
First Methodist
Santa Ciara Sth
9:30 & II a re.

St Paul’s Methodist
San Salvador & lOth
9:301111 a m.

Evans, and

Chapel
of
Reconciliation

Jim Stolp.

ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP

9:40 a.m. College Study Class

300 S. 10th

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
do
484 East San F

8 p.m. Leadership Training Class
N

45 a.m., II CT., ond S:15
Church Service
Bible Classes 10 a.m.

I198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

a.m. Morning Worsh;p
College "Seminar"
Tri-C Club

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

College discussion group: 9:45 p.m.

Lenten Vespers: Wednesdays: 7:15 p.m.
A. J. BROMMER. Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar 2944033

"The John Birch Society,
The Ku Klux Klan, and
The Black Muslims."
Russ

810 & 11
1AS
5:45

Lutheran Church Missouri Synod

6 p.m. Sunday Worship
6:30 p.m. Supper (40c)

The Alameda at Sliasta

4

Walsh (S)
Zubrinsky (SJ)
Smifh (S)
Hewitt (Ssli
Akers (SJ)
Frazier (SJ)

t
6
6
3

the downtown church

Sunday
Services

3rd and San Antonio Streets.

Name
Address

Kelley (!)
Dixon (SJ)

441 S. 10th St.

Sen l ii ar: Don Rood, Pocket Testament League.
Seminar: College Press Conference.
Coffee Hour After Evening Service

Do you feel a need for a more personal religious faith? For free
information that has challenged the thinking of collegians mail
coupon to: Westminster Presbyterian Church, Alameda at Shasta,
San Jose, Calif.

Sullivan (S)
SmarIA

Student Center)

IIIIS SUNDA) ...

Worship Sunday at
8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m., anti 7 p.m.

Knowles__ISJ)
Cox (S)
Williamson (S)
O’Brien (S)
Quested (S)
Means (S)____

0
3
3
6
9
6

in the church
of your choice

Wesley
Foundation

TRI-C
Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

Hoffman (SJ)

294-3780

Sunday 5:30 p.m., Holy Conununion

....M10

Daubnar (S)
Ward (S)
Hermon ISJ)
Means (S)
NoettSJ)
Hermon (SJ)
Shackidlord (SJ)

FINAL SCORE

All for
571 E.
Santa
Clara
293-9910

Stan SJS

WORSHIP THIS WEEK

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS

4:45 a.m.
5:45 p.m.

Third

IIEN EMI NMI EMI

Canterbury:

SPARTAN

Second

Black and White Photo
Combination Offer
1 8x10
3 5x7 Custom
12 Wallet Size Photos

SPECIAL
Between
12th & 13th
Streets
(Near
Spivey’s)

Event.
First
440 Relay_ San Jose
1,kle
Neff (SJ)
440
Smith (SJ)
Quested (S)
100
120 HH Walsh (S)
880
Deubner (S)
220
Smith (SJ)
440 IH
Walsh (S)
Langdon (SJL
Stoecker (S)
SP
Srnith (SJ)
LJ
HJ
Johnson (SJ)
PV
Eshelman (S)
Javelin
Porter (S)
Discus
Stoecker (S)
TJ
Fergus (SJ)
Mile Relay San Jose

Saturday’s meet will be held in
Stanford Stadium, with the field
events for the varsity beginning
at 1:30 p.m.
The Stanford Stadium can be
reached by taking the Embarcadero turnoff from the Bayous*
Freeway.

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only

p.m

4)::i0 a.m.
1 I a.m.

George "Shorty" Collins,
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Parlor

Lutheran Worship
United Campus
Christian Ministry

79 South 5th

295-1771

isms

11111Mmm

Fast’
’Runs
Shadow
"’""re""*Prisoner’s
Psych Professor To Speak
In ’Engrossing’ Autobiography

Ass-SPARTAN DAILY

Dr. Robert ZasiLAV. ilorsb1Slilnt ’Existentialism in Jewish
professor of psychology, will speak Thought." His talk will be a reply to last week’s talk by Dr.
Ry SCE HARRINGTON
on "Is ’rhere a Crisis in PsycholPeter Koestenbaum, professor of
"You are hereby sentenced to
ogy?" tonight at 7:30 in ED348.
philosophy, on "Existential TheHis talk. sponsored by SJS Hil- ology and the Crisis in Psychol- SCI’Ve the term prescribed by law
for second-degree robbery in the
lel, is part of a series of talks on ogy."
State Penitentiary at San QuenION .1 Nil Till?
’the historical record of the Church states that Jesus of Nazarethloy many convincing proofs,
suffering.
after
His
alise.
Himself
-possented
(Acts I:3)
appearing to them Doer a period of forty days ...
Can an intelligent. thinking student in this age of stience accept such a
slitleMPHO 31’hat -consincing proofs- remain after centuries of historit
iesearch and scientific insestigation?
H 1TION

The hatter...al fact that the ..... was entplo and that the boil. dissipeared is no
longer teriousl. challenged. Only two alternators are pr,..ible the bads nit.
renrased tis ratite, human er seapirhurnan primer. Courd H. friend. rearrest the
Human reel na. ’dared an the trine Ikea settled the east rrrrr . To break
barb
abet
na. tea.. death. 1 Hannan griaid .10.1 constant watch et the tomb.
010111110 guard end set iin.st nath al?
Conld a leo delensele.4 dasciple. 010f110.,
rnesnaes renter,. the body to hen the, nese doing all in their
via
PO..., le ke.t, it there? There’s anti one ahernatise.
r
that under ordinarf randiainns. the human
lin of
it.elf 1 brilliant Jen. !find of Tarsal.. *aught to
mind nill not inbleril.
wire thrann in pri.nn and
lira...anus: tinder his di rrrr ion Ch
destra
Aperterilf calor fa, to fare nth the wen Christ
man. put to death. Hu he
I Citrieithian 11,111. and innothatcly began Preaching the se’, merege
Art
he had hied to hard to de.trira.

111

tNISNI s.. auleinatsc law of life i

Hpresersation. Man innetelf pro rrrrr hinielf. hi.
RIO men in the da. of the reel, chirreli were nailing te
juli and hi pn rrrrr
lode. jot, hien& arid ho itself father Oran &Ds that which nei at the top of
their scale el setae.. tin. trrarrection of lesai. Christ.

nothing to afenge her
The dehate na roiriileal and Herne . ilerat. Hanle did
broken len. bur 411.. Ire grappled nith a ponce thet *as beynnd her control. Thr
rioeiple net,. not eien arr. tted or mewed:
NONioi.00I nill often rhea... the entire
or three
a
n
The te.tin rrrrr
.11. Clori.1 Air e after Hit death
course of a tr.’. Hid non.. than 100 a
hit el rsidence
esanoined
II Corinthion 1" ni. 1rsil thoo-and an
ilierd ..1 it. reIii. aliat era. ila. later w lien Pelee publiel,
and mere
troll.
Ili, re.iirrerion an one ilay three thonand gladla beranir
&dared
ronsert to Christiana,
your sitirere investigation, for f;orl has
Styli pojtiriti, ts.

mloich 11. mill judge the solid in righteousness through
-fixed a &as
lia. am...rind. basing furnished proof to all men hy
a Man shorn
t, 17:311.
raising Him tom ’lir ihrod- I
I,’ I -I I:

tin." With these womb, Bill Sands
began serving a life sentence July
7, 1941.
"My Shadow Ran Fast" is the
engrossing story of this man, No.
66F136, who was the son of socially
prominent parents, but who, at
the age of 20 had already been
to reform school and was now on
his way to prison.
Sands’ autobiography is an illuminating portrait of the confused emotions of a very explosive
young man. He had to leant to
cope with these emotions and he
needed help to do it.
WARDEN DUFFY
Clinton T. Duffy, former warden
of San Quentin, wa.s one of the
determining influences in his life.
Sands gives a very warm account
of Warden Duffy, and of hLs wife,
"Mom," whom Sands gradually
came to regard as his parents.
Sands had had no real home until
he came to San Quentin, for his
mother had beat him and he rarely
had seen his father after his parents were divorced.
The utter desolation which had
built up in him as a child, and
which culminated in his confinement to solitary in San Quentin,

.1
ANNOLINtEMENTt !II
30ING TO EUPOPE THIS SUMMER?

SPORTS CAR P

AUTOMOTIVE (21..
4
SPECIAL. LI r
’57 Chevy 283 e,qt.,e
Bess offer. 295 3790.

COMMUTER
1.

’57 CHEVY WAGON. V8 auto,

4

2 BEDROOM HOUSE for now &
.- . (next to dcCa 294-6294.
EEDROC/1
COR-NER
APT. Drapes. ,
3
...chen. Furnished. $15(.1.
,’er 3 R.m.
per rnontio. Room for ,
‘..:TUDI") APT. S
SjS. 42 S. 8th St. See j
S Srt 286-2919.
LARGE 1 BEDROOM nfurnished. $10C
i 6 rooms. 503 S.
_
_
DELUYE STUDENT APTS. 5 0-ri new. 2
[ mo.sh decor, ele,..ric
1 r
,ets. 5150 per month.
C., I 294-9170 or 248.1926.
- ROOMY. I BEDROOM. $120. Wafer &
,e pa.d. 583 S. Ilth St.. 13. 6
See this. 294-9170.

FURNISHED STUDIO APT. 1/4 block
no Building. 74 S. 8th.
5 "CAD" CHROME WIRE WHEELS
.’:’ ’352 $75 per month.
ior sale. Sanueted 11,11,4 off.. Excolert
ondition. Call 292.0897.
HELP Need fernnle roornies for house.
. ,-rm campus. $25 month. Call
’56 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Hard & eof
Ask,ng $1150. Call 593
LOST AND FOUND lel
MERCEDES 58. 220 S. New motor &
ws,rd. 56 190 SL. Will trade for camper LOST, prescPption sunglasses. on third
or cycle. 329 E. Seri Fernando. 297.6193. floor of the library. Reward. Bob. 251’61 CORVAIR VAN. S500. Low mileage. 1913.
=
I
294.7103.
.
LOST. Man’s black wallet. Lost in library.
’55 FORD. 4 d
stick, runs good. $10 reward return. I NEED rny military
& upholstery. $80 for good di:charge & ASB card. 294-6118. Kelly
Worrell.
n Call 29’ r41.
VW RADIO.
,s11131,Bendis. Good
I 2 3,7-06.2
’59 MG COUPE. 34,000 mi. New tiretf,
1,,,Les. Maroon.
:94-8917.
VW MICROBUS.
1965. 6.400 miles.
$200 and
295.0265.
POI SALL 13)
PAN PACIFIC woler sk,. Original pri
I
rew. Con’t beat sale price!
14
TAPE. RECORDER. ". ny 260 4 track
.
all accessories.
251-1617.

EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses.
papers, etc. Work guaranteed. 378.
Jo Vine.
RELIABLE TYPING. Errors corrected.
Editing done. Near campus. Call 2922346 anytime.
TYPING. REASONABLE - ALL WORK
GUARANTEED. Price by hour or page.
Pica. Call 294.3772. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING IN MY HOME. 3 years expoA.- .rnte & guaranteed. Editing
259-4710.
C
LOVING AND EXPERIENCED care for
My home on S. 13th. Week
or oars rimer Fenced yard. 298-3599.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area.
ele trir typewriter. Price per hour
cr mine. 245-7999.

NEED RIDE TO PORTLAND over Easter.
Call Karen at 292-7862.
KITTENS. Will pay $1 for each kitten RIDE, OR JOIN CAR POOL from Palo
given a home. Call 293-4110 after 5 p.m. Alto. Arrive Mon. & Fri. 10:30 a.m. Tues.
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding & Thurs. 8:30 e.m.:2:30 p.m. 322-3067.
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold & silRIDER NEEDED to Los Angeles area
ver. G. Larirnore 354.1273.
Leaving April 3rd. If interested, call
298-6362.
SERVICES 191
PERSONALS (71

21 Si MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class
of ’59.
FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYPING in my home. Editing upon request.
259-5118.

Circle K To Attend
Annual Convention

Job Interviews -e-

To place an ad:
Visit

Cleuified

the

Adv. Office -.1206
Daily
10:30- 3:30

Submit eds 2 publications days prier
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
HELP WANTED (41
to dey ad is to run.
243-6313 9 a.m. to B P.m.
Send in handy order blank. Enclom
JUNIOR, SENIOR MISS NEEDED for -AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE IN- cash or check. Make check out to
re work from 1 to 5 p rn. deily. Call SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey, Spartan Daily Classifieds.
286 5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
295 4104 for interview appointment.
Phone 794-6414. Est. 744E
HASHER WANTED. Morning or evening.
VMS
443 S I Ith after 230 p.m. GOOD
FOOD!
ITo buy, sell. rent or
time public co,
MEN STUDENTS.
announce anything,
Minimum
tact w-rk. ronrerning the groat ideas
Three lines One ttme Three tfmes Five tinsel
just fill out and clip
program, during spring break. Can conOne time
tinue part t,rne during neot semester,
this handy order
and egnin fit! rime during the coming
blank,
3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
Mr, Ashton. 295.4104.
4 lines
2.00
2.75
3.00
RHYTHM & BLUES. guitar. bass & j.
.
154 Music Build’.
5 lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
Send
to:
Spartan
Daily
R _sk Sp,.nd Dr., #3. S
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
CLASSIFIEDS,
Add this
1206. San lose State
amount
for
HOUSING 151
College, San lose,
50
.50
.50
each addi
’
Calif 95114.
tional line
8EGROOM APT. Furnished or unfur.
s p^ol. Close to campus.
Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
MALE ROOMMATE wanted, to share
lor Each Line)
CLASSIFICATION
rips. w, 2
other.. Privacy
quint. $35
Do Not Abbreviate
per rno-oh. Call 294.6707.
Annoimcements (I)
No refunds possible on canceled ads
MAI E UNAPPROVED HOUSING.
El Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
ID Help Wanted (4)
, cut 3 blocks from Si
2’) ’1H77. 596 S. 10th ’
CI Housing (5)
FOR PENT
rnr: rooms $25, 1’
Lost and Found (6)
61,-,.1 from college. {,,D Personals (7)
. 426 S. 7111 St.
Services (8)
FURNISHED APT.- I bedroom. Trs
Ll Transportation (9)
hods. TLC.) Water
garbage. Mod,
;fl,u1sted. I/2 block fr
rrrni.
463 S. 7th. ’,towns 499 S, 7t.
Name _
Addren
?

country would go into shock on
learning that the gallant equine
had chased hi. last hand rot
outlaws into that great corral
in the sky.
Trigger may he gone. hut odd.
are he won’t heforgotten.
The longtime singing cowboy
is going No have Trigger stuffed
and mounted tor his planned

Connecticut
Mutual Life

ADS Honored
As Region’s Best
During Conference

Campus Talent

Needed for Show
SJS students interested in appearing on "Campus Talent ’66,"
a program to be broadcast on
KXTV, Sacramento, in June, are
asked to contact producer Robert
Kelley,
601 7th Ave., Sacramento.
Approximately 15 acts will be
selected from four-year colleges
and universities in northern California. Associate producer Ned
Sperling said the purpose of the
program is to discover and bring
recognition to talented young performers.
The station’s first campus variety show, produced last year, featured 14 acts including singers.
dancers arid musical groups.
A panel of judges will select the
best act of the program. The
vvinner will receive an all -expense
paid trip to Hollywood to audition
before executives of a national
teles-kion network

locry,

City

_ Phone

SUNNY
,

ROOM

FOR -RENT
man Re
/VI 2/11,

Fot

den

Enckned is

"The Blue Chip Company Since 1B-16Robert T. Heasley, C.L.U., General Agent
294-5660

1671 The Alameda, Suite 311

MA NEE)

last weekend.
The SJS group was cited for outstanding performance in 1964-65.
"The

avvard acknowledged our
bridging of the gap between students and professional advertising
people," Wally Finck, ADS president, said,
ADS activities aimed at bringing
students int,o contact with professionals include bi-weekly meetings with professional advertising
speakers,
tours of advertising
agencies and luncheons every
three vveeks with professional advertising men in San Francisco.
Thase attending the contemner
included Finek, Stan Frnticis, A 1
vice president; Jerry Font Spar?
Daily advertising manager; Dme
/uncle’, candidate for ADS regional
vice president. Larry Fallert and
John Macearchern filled out thr.
SJS delegation, secoml largest ’it
the conference.

legal!
EASTEEZ
WEEK IN
HAWAS1

SUMMER
SESSION
60 DAYS

7 DAYS ’268.95

Open to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ed’s

10 Days

4299.95

15 Days

4319 95

United lets

3. fresh flower Lel
4. Transfer
Waikiki

horn Atrport to

gU.dgorty:ee.tpltiottarans et
I. Your own free lance Chevy II
from arrirI to clossiturie with

unlimited mileage!
7. Private perking et the Drift -

PICK UP YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN
IN EUROPE?
... and save on import costs. Your car can be waiting
for you in Europe, if you order it now. As your Authorized Dealer, we can deliver your VW completely
equipped to American specifications.

weed

S. Transfer fren, Motel te el pert
en deparhas
Prires wet on dOuble occuoan ot
room sod auto.

Call or contact lion Croll

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street, San lose

286-8800

$1/

State

Zip Cede

I. Round trip via Pan Am and
United JETS
2. Transfers round trip
3. Deluxe Apartments for 60
days including maid service
4. Circle island four
5. Get acquainted Party
6. Tahitian show and LUAU
7. Your OWN 1966 Chevy II
with UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This
is your car, you just pay for
the gas.
Pr,r.e based on triple occupancy
of room and auto.

Write or call
for reservations
& folder

(Yea Pey the Gas ...
We Pay the MileaqI

29Z8000
SzHarr
oimeitoei aim
2/3 SO. MIST ST., Srlfl JOSE

Address

Package Includes

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

Free: Please send illustrated brochure and price lint.

$599

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

2. Royal Greeting upon velvet

City

call Mrs.

Connecticut Mutual Life

chapters at a regional ADS conference held in Eugene, Oregon

Name

Start ad on

dential interview,
Zanoy, 294-5660.

s. Round trip via Pan Am and

!Prooto Pinli

fOetel

I ARGE
’
,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SJS chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, national advertising fraternity,
was chosen best of 12 regional

CLASSIFIED RATES

1 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. De’
Nnw. .,e, & rea,nable proce. See ma

Newman Tcdk

Management Opportunity

TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDERS TO LOS ANGELES area for
Easter Vacation. Leaving April 1st. Con
tact Bill, at 379.2494.
GOING TO SAN DIEGO this Eao
Vacation? Need a ride there & back.
Please call Pat at 298-7461 after 6 p.m.
WANTED: ride to Modesto. Can leave
Fricley, April 1st, after I p.m. Call Frances Collins, Washburn Hall. 294-2916.
RIDERS TO SALT LAKE CITY. Leaving
April 1st or 2nd, Call 354-4919.
FEMALE RIDER wanted to accompany
mother & children, to Carpinteria or
Santa Barbara area. Ride free. Leave
either Fri. or Set. Call 378.0312.

-0-

Sit SHIA"
Roger Williams Fellowship, 6:30
Baptist STaident ILInion. 7:30p.m.,
p.m., Grace Baptist Church, 484
Memorial Chapel. Various types
E. San Fel-musk).
of church music will be presented
- is conveyed through accounts of himself. it does much more in tell- for discussion. Everyone welcome.
ing what causes men to turn to
incidents in his life.
Ph( Etts Sigma, 3:30 p.m., FO
a criminal life. This is especially 104.
’BILL-I CARE’
evident in Sands’ account of Caryl
tierrnan Club. 4 p.m., Cafeteria B.
Sands was on a descending lad- Chessman. who was both his cellAngel Flight 6:30 p.m., MH423.
der when Warden Duffy came to mate and friend.
Tv.ele members of the Circle
Hitiet. 7:30 p.m., ED348, speaker.
see him in solitary confinement
SPENT
TIME
WELL
Dr. Robert Zaslow, assistant pro- K Club will attend the 12th annual
told said, "Bill-I care." With this
"My Shadow Ran Fast" Ls a fessor of psychology will speak California-Nevada-Hawaii District
one statement a new world began
to emerge for Bill Sands. Because book which should be read, for a! on "Is There a Crisis in Psychol- Convention April 1-3 in San Francisco.
ogy?"
someone cared about him, Sands Bill Sands said:
Bob Nichols, junior social science
"If because of something I said
began to cam also. In 1943 he vvas
TO$IORROW
maim-, will run for District Gov. . . just one youngster may be
paroled fmm prison.
Tau Delta Phl, 12:20 p.m., in ernor. according to Dick Rea, vice
The excitement and adventure prevented from entering prison
president of the campus organizain searching for something to do instead of college; if just one ex- front of tower.
a
in life is revealed through Sands’ convict Call find the strength to
International Students’ Organi- tion. Nichols is now finishing
experiences in the Merchant Ma- give instead of to take, or if just zation, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A term as district secretary.
Two other SJS students, David
rine. leading a diamond expedition one child may be kept from some- and B.
Runyon, senior social science mainto Venezuela, coaching swim- day facing the necessity of having
jor, and Larry McCune, senior
ming teams in India, owning a to die - considerately- then my SATURDAY
The Extenders, 9 a.m., in front business and industrial managedance studio and driving a race time, all of my time, has been well
ment major, are also district offispent."
of Big Dipper.
car.
cers. Runyon is governor and McNone of these, however, could
Cune is lieutenant governor.
satisfy an inner need in Sands to
contribute something to society,
a need which was an almost tutbearable burden.
Father John Duryea, Catholic
TODAY
TOMORROW
NICHE IN LIFE
chaplain at Stanford,
speak on
United States Plywood CorporaHumble OU Company; Engineer- "What Is the Church?" tonight
Sands found his niche in life a
tion; open to all majors for posiat 8 at Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
few years ago while speaking betions as sales trainee: on the job ing, ChE, CE, EE, 1E, and ME St., according to Trinket Malbert,
fore a group at the Shriners’ Temmajors
for
positions
in
production,
training program at a sales branch
spokesman for SJS Newman Club.
ple in Kansas City. He had been
supplemented by a formal cor- marketing, exploration, manufac- Newrnan ChM
svmsoring the
booked as an entertainer, but derespondence course training. Leads turing and marketing.
talk.
cided instead to speak about his
to position ilti line salesman.
life and what could be clone to
prevent others from making the
Raster Laboratories, Inc.: Chemssune mistakes.
istry, biology, business adminisAlthough the hook succeeds in tration liberal arts and MBA marelating how a man finally found jors for positions as sales trainee
Our
management
training
or management trainee. U.S. citprogram is designed excluizenship required.
sively for the college graduShell Oil Company (Marketing
ate under age 25. Connecticut
Dept.); CE, MF:, business and libMutual Life Insurance Comeral arts majors for positions as
pany offers opportunity for
technical and non-technical sales,
the hard-working, competioffice administration, construction
tive graduate to qualify for a
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Cow- supervision and distribution.
ihree-year training program
The ’Blue; Chip’ Company
boy star Roy Rogers revealed
leading to Agency ManageSan Mateo C’osuity; any major
that’s low in net cost, too
yesterday that his trusty steed,
ment, Home Office ManageTrigger, died at the age of 33 for deputy sheriff, juvenile group
ment or Professional Sales.
supervisor or social worker. CE
almost a msr ago.
To receive an illustrated broRogers kept the loss to him- for junior highway engineer. U.S.
chure, or arrange for a confiself for fear fans sterols., the citizenship required.

Hollywood Mourns
Star’s Passing

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Spartaguide
TODAY

Name
Address
City
Phone

